
Title: Life on Plantations Date:

Learning Intention

To describe daily life for slaves on plantations

Success Criteria: 

All: List jobs that slaves did on plantations
Some: Explain why life for slaves on plantations was difficult



• aslve
• hips
• ocbatcoa
• ugars
• rimacea
• ddlemi sapsage
• vasle tanuico
• tatpilnano

Starter - unscramble the words

Glossary
Plantation – a large farm where slaves worked 
growing crops



• Once slaves had been sold 
at auction, they were given a 
new name and branded by 
their owners.

Branding was the terrible 
practice of burning the 
slave owners sign onto 
slaves skin.  Red hot irons 
were used to do it. 

Daily life on Plantations

Why do you 
think slave 

owners 
branded their 

slaves?



• Slaves were then taken to plantations where they were 
forced to do back breaking work.

• Even more terrifying is that they spoke a different language 
which made it difficult to understand what was happening to 
them

• Life on a plantation was very hard for slaves and they all had 
different experiences.

Daily life on Plantations



Task 1:
Copy this 
diagram 
and using 
the 
character 
card sheet, 
add at 
least 2 key
facts for 
each
heading

Life on plantations

Free Time

Food

Clothing

Housing

Work

Punishments

You are going to find out about daily life on plantations



➢Use the information you have gathered during this topic to produce 
a storyboard about life as a slave.

➢It must start before they were captured and 
end with them on the plantation.

➢Imagine your story board is going to teach a Primary 7 pupil about 
slavery. Each section should have a colourful picture and a caption 
underneath explaining what’s happening.

➢You must complete all 8 boxes.

Task 2: Life as a slave storyboard



To finish…True or False?

1. Plantations were large scale farms 

2.   20% of slaves shipped to the Americas worked on  
plantations 

3. Plantation owners were usually very poor. 

4. House slaves had worse living conditions than field 
slaves. 

5. Slaves did not have much variety in their diet

6. No slaves were taught to do jobs like blacksmithing. 

7. Slaves learned to read and write 

8. Slaves were punished if they did not work hard enough.


